Air disc brakes
This brake system reduces brake fade, increases braking performance and improves safety—creating shorter, more stable stopping distances. With an extended service life, lower maintenance costs and downtime, air disc brakes are increasingly the industry’s preferred choice.

Aluminum & steel side wall post system
Alternating steel and aluminum side wall posts reduce weight and deliver a higher payload capacity.

Custom wearbands
Heavy-duty aluminum, fiberglass reinforced plastic and HDPE plastic options are available to fit your operation’s durability requirements.

Double deck solutions
Optimize trailer payload capacity by efficiently using the full inside height of the trailer—increasing cargo versatility and transportation efficiency.

Severe service kingpin section
Engineered with a thicker approach plate and kingpin plate, this design minimizes damage during heavy-duty service operations, reducing repair costs.

Composite floor systems
Built with a fiberglass layer on the underside of each plank, the high strength composite design supports heavier payloads and decreased moisture entry in to the floor.

Roll up door installation
Roll up doors from most manufacturers are readily available and will be factory installed in order to meet the needs of your operation.

Clearance light packages
An array of LED clearance light models and configurations are available to meet the specific needs of your operation.

Heavy-duty aluminum floors
This heavy-duty, light weight aluminum floor is more durable, and it delivers added payload capacity, reduces trailer weight, and extends floor life.

Tire inflation systems
Choose one of our recommended systems and maintain optimum tire pressure in order to increase fuel economy, improve safety and maximize tire life.

EPA SmartWay® certification
A SmartWay certification decal makes it easier to identify a trailer as CARB-compliant, creating less paperwork and downtime at checkpoints.

Aluminum & steel side wall post system
Alternating steel and aluminum side wall posts reduce weight and deliver a higher payload capacity.

Options to set your own standards
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Approach plate reinforcing angle
The approach plate reinforcing angle gives added front wall protection, reducing maintenance costs while promoting longer trailer life.

Stainless steel I.C.C. bumper
Stainless steel vertical & 7" deep, 8-gauge horizontal bumper provides superior strength and protection. Corrosion resistant and easy-to-clean, it increases resale value and extends trailer life.

Pintle hooks/doubles
For better operating efficiency, pintle hooks are available for single axle, turn pike double and Canadian C-Train style dual pintle hook trailer operations.

Tri-axe suspension systems
Tri-axe suspensions with 49", 60" and 72" spread axles provide higher payload capacity.

Translucent roof skins
A fiberglass reinforced plastic roof skin heightens visibility inside the trailer, improving safety and efficiency during loading and unloading.

Anti-dock walk devices & dump valves
A variety of anti-dock walk devices and dump valves may be used to stabilize the trailer during loading/unloading, creating a safer work environment.

Factory-installed decals
High quality decal installation is available and completed at our factories so your trailer is ready to operate as soon as you pick it up.

Skylights & domelights
Skylights and domelights enhance interior trailer visibility, improving safety and efficiency during loading and unloading.

Plywood lined dry van
The 4000D® is our extremely durable light weight plywood lined dry van providing conventional repairability and higher value.
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